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STATEMENT OF

THE UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
ON "THE FEDERAL CIVIL RIGHTS ENFORCEMENT EFFORTSEVEN MONTHS LATER"

in October 1970, the United
Commission on Civil Rights issued a report
evaluating the way more than 40 Federal depart-

Seven months ago,

Isolation of civil rights

ments and agencies were
ties

under the variety of

orders,

and

civil rights laws,

judicial decisions

rights for all citizens.

Adoption of a passive

fulfilling their responsibili-

The

responsibilities,

Executive

"The Fed-

realized, that the Federal

carrying out

make

Failure to

suflBcient

use

of the

available

sanctions;

govemmentwide

Inadequate

Government had not

These findings

one element most
civil
Government's
Federal

reflected

the

yet fully prepared itself to carry out the civil rights

characteristic

mandate.

rights position over several Administrations

continued to assess the

civil rights

performances of

Federal departments and agencies to determine

how

they have responded to the report's findings and

recommendations.
based on

its

The

Commission's

current assessment,

response over the

last

is

conclusion,

that the Federal

seven months has been, with

a few significant exceptions, a continuation of tentative

first

steps

toward more stringent

civil

rights

enforcement and promises of better performance
the future.

The Commission

is

not

satisfied.

in

Neither

should the American people be.

The

inadequacies

of

civil

rights

enforcement

;

Failiue to afTord agency civil rights officials sufficient

status

or authority to carry out

their

the

was

— lack

so flagrant as to cause the

Commission to conclude that the Federal Government had virtually abdicated its responsibility to
enforce

civil rights laws.

have been

Some

agencies that should

in the forefront of the

seemed scarcely aware of

enforcement effort

their obligation;

others

had made only minimum efforts, evidently satisfied
that they had complied with the law. A number of
recommendations designed to strengthen the structure and mechanism for civil rights enforcement in
Federal departments and agencies was made by the

The most deepseated problems

the

Commission found, however, were lack of commit-

ment

rights goals

to civil

by Federal

officials

and

hostile or narrow-purposed bureaucracies that view
civil

rights

prerogatives,

To

as

a threat to or as outside of their

programs, and personal inclinations.

deal with these, the Commission

recommended
and

the establishment of a system of accountability

monitoring so that the effectiveness of enforcement

would no longer depend upon the attitude of

indi-

vidual Federal officials or the institutional bias of
particular Federal bureaucracies.

functions effectively;
Failiue of agencies to establish

of

of aggressiveness. It

Commission.

mechanisms found seven months ago were acrossthe-board
they were not unicjuc to particular
agencies or programs but, rather, were systemic to
the entire Federal establishment. The most commonly found weaknesses in Federal civil rights enforcement were the following:
Lack of sufficient staff for enforcement

and

coordination

direction of civil rights enforcement efforts.

rights laws had not

Since that report was issued, the Commission has

its

pliance investigations;

Enforcement Effort", is one of the
most important documents the Commission has
issued in its 13-year history. Its basic conclusion was
been

in

rather than the initiation of independent com-

eral Civil Rights

that the great promise of civil

role

such as reliance on assurances

nondiscrimination or complaint processing

of

which guarantee equal

report, entitled

programs from the sub-

programs of the agency;

stantive

States

clearly

In seeking to bring about the systemic changes that

defined

goals to govern their civil rights activities;

it

believed were necessary, the Commission used the

—

weapon at its command
public reporting.
The Enforcement Report received wide
attention when it was issued. Government officials,
civil rights organizations, and concerned Americans

and Exchange Commission has agreed to require
that information on pending legal proceedings con-

generally, joined in expressing their indignation over

regulatory agencies,

the Federal Government's failure to enforce civil

merce Commission and the Civil Aeronautics Board,
plan to institute formal proceedings which may re-

principal

rights laws.

For many Federal agencies,

time the inadequacies of their

first

this

civil

was the

rights per-

formance had been exposed to the public.
Con\inced of the urgency of the report's message
and resolved that the initial reaction must be only

cerning violations of

must be disclosed

laws or regulations

civil rights

in registration statements.

Other

such as the Interstate

Com-

a rule prohibiting employment discrimination

sult in

in the industries they regulate.

The Federal Home

Loan Bank Board

for supervising sav-

— responsible

mission decided to conduct periodic and systematic

and loan associations, which are the Nation's
major mortgage lending institutions
is
now actively considering a regulation which will require

followup on the Federal Government's response.

member

the

not the

first,

last,

word on

Com-

the subject, the

It

recognized that agencies required time to read and
digest a report of this

the

necessary

months

changes.

magnitude and
In February

to institute

1971,

five

Commission sent detailed quesand agencies specifically
designed to detennine what action had been taken.
Originally, an assessment of the progress made
was planned for release in April. Leonard Garment,
later,

the

tionnaires to departments

ings

—

keep records by race of

institutions to

all

loan applications. This will include those rejected
as well as those

appro\ed and

checking on discrimination

in

will

be a means of

mortgage lending.

Other encouraging developments involve actions

Com-

by key Federal agencies in response to the

Management and Budget (OMB),

and recommendations. For example, the Office of Management and Budget and the
Department of the Army
two of the most influential agencies in Government
have instituted programs by which specific numerical goals for increasing their own minority employment have been

could analyze the responses and use the influence

established, as well as definite timetables for their

of their offices to expedite changes in conformity

achievement.

Special Consultant to the President, however, asked
for a delay so that

of the Office of

he and George Shultz, Director

with the Commission's recommendations.

The Com-

mission gladly agreed to this request since
entirely consonant with

it

was

our original report's basic

mission's findings

—

entirely

and

for civil rights progress.

ceptable

publication of the Commission's report.

The

Presi-

with

consistent

just recently

siders

of positive changes have occurred since

Commission (CSC)
Army and OMB as

Civil Service

has approved the actions of the

recommendation regarding White House concern

A number

The

—

the goals

Federal personnel

informed

agencies that

all

policy,
it

con-

and timetables approach an ac-

management

tool for achieving equality of

opportunity in Government employment.

The Department

of

Justice

responsible

is

for

budget request for Fiscal Year 1972, submitted to Congress early this year, seeks to meet the

coordinating

need for adequate

1964, which assures nondiscrimination in federally

dent's

cfi"ecti\e

civil

staff

rights

and other resources

for

enforcement by calling for a

substantial across-the-board increase in budget for
civil

rights.

President

The Commission has commended

for

this

and

action

is

particularly

programs.

assisted

for

task.

this

more than

discrimination

in

private employment.

The Commission

4

reassigning

six

Under

Year 1972 an addi-

attorneys will be added to that Office,
tripling

its

size since the

issuance of our

report.

Of

special significance are

the actions taken to

strengthen overall coordination and direction of the
is

also

encouraged by the

fact

some agencies which, in the past, have barely
acknowledged a civil rights responsibility arc now
not only showing signs of acknowledging it but
have begun to take steps to fulfill it. The Securities
that

its

is

Office for Title VI.

the proposed budget for Fiscal

of Federal Contract Compliance and the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, which

ending

has been seriously understaffed

The Department

en-

six

and

of the Ci\il Rights Act of

additional attorneys to

Office

for

It

VI

departments

of

the

tional

responsibility

activities

agencies under Title

couraged by the sizable budget increases for the

share

the

Federal

ci\il

rights

enforcement

effort.

Following

one of the Commission's major recommendations,
the recently created Council on Domestic Affairs,

charged, imder the President's 1970 Reorganization
Plan, with responsibility to coordinate policy formu-

lation

in

the domestic area,

manent Committee on

is

establishing a per-

Further, and

Ci\il Rights.

again in accord with a major Commission recom-

mendation, George Shuhz, Director of the Office

Management and Budget, which
for determining how well agencies

of

is

responsible

carry out the

various programs and activities within their juris-

acknowledged

has

dictions,

rights enforcement.

civil

OMB constituent
to identify

units,

a

leadership

role

in

Mr. Shultz has instructed

including budget examiners,

and deal with

civil rights issues.

recommended by
and

divisions

OMB

all

were making good

faith

improve aspects of their civil rights performance. In most cases, these efforts have continued and have even accelerated. For example, the

efforts to

Department of Agriculture, which initiated an ambitious civil rights training program in the fall of
1969, has now trained some 41,000 program personnel in an effort to develop staff awareness and
sensitivity to civil rights concerns. The Department
of Health, Education, and ^Vclfare (HEW), which
was one of the few agencies which collected data
on minority participation in a variety of its programs, continues to do so on a regular and systematic basis.
Despite

these

positive

actions,

mistake to assume that strong

ment

now

it

civil

would be a

rights enforce-

not indefensible, but

is

how

\ations as to

to

OMB

it

is

not

well that agency, almost totally

inexperienced in

civil

to carry out

new mandate

its

rights matters, will

in

be able

the absence of

guidance from a division whose sole

agencies

agencies

as

enough. In short, the Commission has serious reser-

was

of

staff,

prefers

to assign ci\il rights responsibilites to

This approach

responsibility

A number

He

units as part of their regular staff duties.

continuing

Moreover, the picture the Commission
described last October was not a totally bleak one.

the

to

Commission.

the

assign this responsibility to one of the existing

These are among the encouraging deselopments
that have taken place since the Commission's report
issued.

and direction

guidance

provide

rights.

civil

is

number

In addition, a

announced by

of actions

represent steps

that

they either propose

to take or are actively considering, rather than steps

already taken.

Thus

the Federal

Board has not yet established
system;

it

same token,
Interstate

considering

only

is

Home Loan Bank
data collection

its

that

step.

By the

the beginning of proceedings by the

Commerce Commission (ICC) and the
Board (CAB) to determine whe-

Civil Aeronautics

a rule prohibiting employment dis-

ther to issue

crimination in the industries they regulate means
actual

that

issuance

indeed, a rule
experience, the
see

lies

to

congratulations.
to

and even
cism

if

the

in

be issued at

what action actually

lighted

well

future,

if,

Through long
Commission has learned to wait and

is

offer

all.

results before offering

In these cases,

we would be

its

de-

congratulations at an early date

to apologize for

our battle-scarred skepti-

given the opportunity.

the corner in eliminating the

that a

were found

we have turned
many weaknesses that
Some of the new mechanisms

ing some that play key roles in the Federal civil

that have been established appear only in skeletal

rights

form, and their effectiveness cannot be gauged until

to

flesh

is

is

assured or even that

to exist.

added

to the bones.

new Committee on

Thus, the value of the

Civil Rights of the Council

Of

results evaluated.

number

Commission is the fact
and agencies, includ-

of departments

enforcement

improve their

effort,

have done

civil rights

little

or nothing

performance since the

Commission's report was issued.

The

on

Domestic Affairs cannot be determined until its
specific duties and its role in the development of
civil rights policy and practice are defined, and their

special concern to the

activities

of

agencies

with

responsibilities

under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
continue to be inadequate. Few collect and use
information concerning their programs to determine
if

they are in compliance with Title VI. Even fewer

While many agencies ha\e adopted some of the
recommendations the Commission addressed to
them, they have also declined to adopt other, and
in some cases equally important, recommendations.
Thus, the new emphasis on civil rights announced

As an example, the Extension Service
of the Department of Agriculture has yet to take
enforcement action against discrimination in its

by George Shultz

discrimination,

significance.
lish

is

a step of potentially special

But Mr. Shultz has declined

a Division on Civil Rights within

iwith persons

who have

civil

to estab-

OMB,

staffed

rights experience,

to

have undertaken enforcement actions

to eliminate

violations.

documenting such
and has indicated that it has no
present plans to do so. The basic step of amending
Title VI regulations on a governmentwide scale to
improve their coverage and effectiveness still has
State programs, six years after

not been taken, although four years have elapsed

was recognized.

since the need for corrective action

The Department of Justice has informed the Commission that amended regulations will be submitted
Attorney General for approval on June

to the

also

mission that

its

goal in administering Title

of the Civil Rights Act of

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, one of the

VHI

1968, the Federal fair

most

basic civil rights laws of the land, has given little

indication of assuming the

which
law.

15.

some agencies which, over the past
se\en months, appear to have regressed in the vigor
with which they are enforcing civil rights laws. In
August 1970, the Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) informed the ComThere are

VI

unswerving leadership

indispensable to finn enforcement of that

is

The Department is assigning additional lawyers
its Title VI responsibility but the prob-

to carry out

lem

not be resolved by the mere addition of

will

What

personnel.

needed

is

the

is

institution

Department

systematic procedures by the

of

of Justice

that will precisely determine the degree of agency

imder Title VI and the adoption of what-

activity

ever action

more vigorous

necessary to promote

is

housing law, was "the creation of open communities

enforcement where

which

ing out questionnaires such as the ones on which

to

and
for

provide an opportunity for individuals

will

within a reasonable distance of their job

live

daily

by increasing housing options

activities

low-income and minority families." By April

1971, however, the

Department had retreated from
this stance and now states that it is opposed to use
of Federal leverage to promote economic integration. The harsh facts of housing economics, howsuggest

ever,

that

racial

integration

achieved unless economic integration

may

also

also achieved.

mark

its

fair

housing

responsibilities,

but

the beginning of the Federal Govern-

Commission

is

lacking.

basing

is

its

For example, sendassessment

current

should be an activity in which Justice regularly and
systematically engages.

not engaged in such
to

know what

Since the Department has

activities,

it is

in a

poor position

VI compliance is
how to improve it,

the status of Title

throughout the Government or

5e\en years and two Administrations after the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and six years
after the

Department was given

VI

Title

coordi-

nating responsibilities.

The Commission must emphasize one important

not only represent a narrowing of that

agency's view of

may

be

HUD's "open communities"

Thus, the change in
policy

is

cannot

this

it

aspect of the changes just discussed.
that progress has been

made

To

the extent

in strengthening civil

ment's withdrawal from active participation in the

rights

effort to eliminate residential segregation.

White House staff, particularly Leonard Garment and George Shultz. It
is doubtful
and improbable that even this much
progress would have come about solely through the

Finally, leadership

is still

lacking in agencies that

should be playing dominant roles in the Federal
civil rights effort.

The

Civil Service

Commission

charged by Presidential Executive order with
sponsibility for o\erseeing the Federal equal

is

re-

the Federal service, the agency

prodding of

it

is,

in part,

a result of the

this

Commission.

.Some of the changes that have occurred came

employ-

ment opportunity program. Despite recent actions
to facilitate more equitable representation of minoriin

enforcement,

active inter\'ention of the

only after Mr.

Garment and Mr.

pressed a personal interest in the

were

.Shultz

way

had ex-

individual

This

still

is

not

agencies

exercising sufficiently vigorous leadership. It

is

not

demonstrates the truth of the Commission's con-

to

ac-

clusion last October

ties

enough
quiesce

for

the

Civil

when some

Service

Commission

agencies adojjt numerical goals

and timetables for increased minority employment.
Nor is it enough to provide assistance to other
agencies in developing their

own

goals

and time-

table programs. Rather, the agency should insist
on the adoption of such goals and timetables by

every

Federal

with the Ci\il

and agency, beginning;
Service Commission itself. This it

de])artment

has not done.

By the same token, the Department of Justice,
charged with re.sponsibility by Presidential

enforcing;

civil

— that

laws.

rights

the Government's

civil

can be inijiioved through the exercise

rights effort

of strong executive leadership. It also suggests that
if

sustained progress

is

to be

made,

this

leadership

must be exercised systematically and continuously.
It

must he made an institutional fimction of the

W'liite

House

inlcicst

wild

staff

and not the ad hoc expression of

on the part of individual White House aides

liaxc

strong

a

commitment

to

civil

rights

proijress.
acti\(' White House intervention, howmajor inadequacies remain and the Federal

Despite

also

e\er,

Executive order to coordinate cnforrciiicnt of Title

Govertiiuent

is

not yet in a position to claim that

it

is

enforcinsj the letter, let alone the spirit, of civil

are

the

how

This fact demoiistiates

risihts laws.

obstacles

to

meaningful

deepseatcd

law

rights

civil

enforcement.

The

proposals

improved

for

rights

civil

able dimensions of these barriers. For example,

more

than a year and a half ago the agencies that super-

and benefit mortgage lenders agreed

tribute

questionnaires

determine,

the

for

member

to

first

time,

problem of discrimination
by a task force of experts,
tributed. In addition, the

the

to

dis-

institutions

extent

of

to

still

have not been
of

delays

raise

doubts

dis-

Housing

about

duly enacted laws of
sense, here

an

is

and

delay

provide

a

the

variety

of

rationales for their lack of action.

Rut because excuses do not excuse nor explanations
the

Commission doubts

their

legitimacy.

In other areas of high national priority,
could easily

list

not be tolerated.
race to the

(and we

a dozen) such procrastination

We

moon

would

need only think of the Nation's

to recognize

that delays

have been dealt with speedily and

would

drastically.

No

would have been accepted.
There are some who may take the view that the
Commission is being unreasonable to demand that
justification

the

Federal bureaucracy respond

in so short a period of time.

unrealistic

more
They may

to expect agencies which,

In the most profound

matter of law

really a

is

and order. The correct resolution of

this issue

should

not take seven months, nor seven weeks, nor even

we rode

the crest of optimism, convinced that the

struggle

for

is

The

is

legitimate

expectations of minority

promise of equality have been frustrated.

laws

it

its

has enacted to

and

Constitution

faith

It

group

Bill

Many

the will or the

pledge as contained in the
fulfill

the provisions of our

Rights.

of

well-being of this Nation,

it

is

For the future

essential

that this

be restored, that the pledge of equality be

redeemed.

needed

is

that will

It

promises.

for

late

— comprehensive

achieve

of tinkering

The

too

is

action

What

is

and total action
not the mere palliative

results,

and promises.

current

assessment

represents

the

second

Commission report on the adequacy of the Federal
civil

rights effort.

reports

until

the

The Commission
seeable

for decades,

Government has

lost faith that

feel

is

but won.

all

running out.

that they finally were to realize the full

positively
it

was

equality

racial

1971 and time

capacity to redeem

of

this land.

issue that

take the steps necessary to assure equal rights for
guilty

simply whether

is

oath to uphold the Constitution and to enforce the

members

serious

issue

going to honor their sworn

are

officials

have

explain,

do a
take a

Indeed, time may well be a luxury which we can
no lonsjer afford. This is not 1956 when Dr. Martin
Luther King's Montgomery bus boycott reawakened
the Nation to a realization of racial injustice by
making its inhumanity visible. It is not 1964 when

worked and reworked

Department

For the Commission, the
Federal

degree of commitment of some Federal agencies to

justifications

We

seven minutes.

have not been established.

Those

months.

in seven

To

and Urban Development established task forces
some two years ago to develop uniform policies
governing site and tenant selection in its housing
programs as an aid to achieving the goal of equal
housing opportunity. As of today, these policies

all.

of discrimination, to

the

mortgage lending.

in

this day, those questionnaires,

These

worse, prac-

cisil rights or, still

own brand

their

complete turn aroimd

im-

in

enforcement are another indication of the formid-

\ise

ticed

different view.

have occurred

in.ordinate delays that

plementiny

have either ignored

day.

We

will

results

continue to

make them

make such
unnecessary.

looks forv^'ard to that yet unfore-

Until

then,

as

a

Nation we have

promises to keep and miles to go before

we

sleep.
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Civil Rights Policy Makers
Office of Management and Budget
The White House
Civil Aeronautics

60

60
60
60
60
68
72

PREFACE
In October 1970, the United States Commission
on Civil Rights issued a report evaluating the performance of more than 40 Federal departments and
agencies having significant

civil rights responsibilities

under a variety of laws, Executive orders, and court
decisions. The Commission found in that report that
the Federal civil rights enforcement effort suffered

from a number of weaknesses and inadequacies in
organization, structure, and mechanism. The Commission also found that these weaknesses and in-

adequacies were not imique to particular depart-

ments and agencies, nor could they be accounted for
solely

by the special nature of the programs the

agencies administered or the

had

responsibility

were

weaknesses
entire

Federal

found

to

for

civil rights

be

to

establishment.

have existed for

systemic

many

years,

the

were

over the

a

number

conducted with agency personnel for the purpose of
that seemed

clarifying statements

information in
exclusively

this report

through

written

the

ambiguous, the

has been provided almost
responses

of

agencies with no independent investigation by

mission

staff.

On

the

Com-

the basis of this information, the

Commission has made

own

its

evaluation of current

One

The Commission's recommenda-

final caveat.

tions in

its

October report were aimed at

ing a system of

civil

establish-

rights accountability

through

changes in the structure and mechanism by which

course of several Administrations.

The Commission made

The report is based largely on responses from
more than 25 departments and agencies to detailed
questionnaires sent out by the Commission in
February 1971. Although a few interviews were

these
to

they

Further,

Commission's earlier report.

agency performance.

Rather,

enforcing.

found

laws they

These were noted in the

sures adopted previously.

of

recommenda-

aimed at eliminating the weaknesses found
to exist and improving the Federal Government's
civil rights performance. These recommendations
were addressed not only to agencies with civil rights
tions

civil

rights

laws

are

enforced.

recognized, however, that

The Commission

recommendations represented only one avenue toward strong civil rights

enforcement.

many

of

It also

whom

its

recognized that agency

officials,

are experienced in administering a

agencies that have special roles in coordinating and

variety of programs in areas other than civil rights,
were capable of devising additional, and equally

directing the overall civil rights enforcement effort.

effective,

responsibilities in specific subject areas,

but also to

Seven months have passed since the Commission's

"The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement
issued. The purpose of the Commission's current report is to evaluate the progress made
during that period by a number of key Federal
report on
EfTort"

was

departments and agencies in resolving the problems
identified

by the Commission.

It

is

important to

stress that this report is limited to actions

the past seven

10

months and does not

taken over

relate to

mea-

mechanisms

in evaluating the

for this purpose.

Therefore,

response of the Federal biueau-

cracy the Commission has not taken the doctrinaire

approach of

criticizing agencies

have not taken actions identical

recommended by

the

merely because they
to those specifically

Commission.

Instead,

the

Commission has sought to detciTnine what steps
actually have been taken and to assess the effectiveness of these steps on their own merits as measures
that can redeem the Nation's promise of equality.

FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT
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Commission (CSC;

Civil Service

Commission Findings

1.

Commission Recomniendarions

Minority group members remain underrepresented

in all professional positions in the

Government with

increasing severity as the pay grade

The

Civil Service

ernmentwide

designed

to

minority group representation at

rises.

Rigorous adherence to the existing merit system has

levels

impeded equitable representation

should include

grade

Commission should develop a gov-

plan

of minorities at

all

achieve
all

equitable

wage and grade

within each department and agency. This plan

minimum numerical and percentage
and timetables, and should be developed jointly
by CSC and each department or agency.
goals,

levels.

Minority underrepresentation

is

most pronounced at

the regional level.

2.

Because positions at the executive

filled

level are usually

by promotions from the ranks of senior

Federal personnel, most of

whom

level

are majority group

members, minority group members hold

less

than 2

percent of these important policymaking positions.

Stronger efforts should be
the

number

level

of minority

positions by recruiting

provide

substantial

numbers

group employees, such
private industry,

t2

made

to increase tangibly

group members in executive

as

from sources that can
of

qualified

colleges

and State and

and

minority

universities,

local agencies.

Response
Action Planned

Acrion Completed

CSC

has approved the

new

Action Under Study

affir-

mative action plans of the Depart-

ment of the Army and the Office
Management and Budget,
of

(OMB),

both of which include

employment

goals

Copies of the

and

timetables.

CSC

letters

sent to

Department of Defense and
OMB favorably commenting on
the goals and timetables concept
were sent to all agency directors
of personnel and directors of
Equal Employment Opportunity.
Letters have been sent from the
the

Executi\e Director to

all

agencies

informing them that the goals and
timetables approach

is

consistent

with the open competitive system.

CSC

has adopted a Sixteen-point

Program

for the

Employment

of

the Spanish surnamed in the Federal

Government.

The Commission met with agency
equal opportimity personnel and

women's program
regional offices and

officials

from

field installa-

tions in four regional conferences

on equal employment opportimity.

Chairman of CSC has met
Under Secretaries of major
Goxernment departments to urge

Tlic

with

continued recruitment of minority

members

group

for

top

policy

positions.

CSC

monitors agencies to assure

the

development

manpower

plans

executive

of

which

include

training and consideration of mid-

career

level

minority

employees

and the recruitment of minority
group members for supergrade
positions.

sistance to

CSC

also provides

as-

agency recruiters seek-

ing minorities.

13

CSC
Coniinission Findings

Response

CSC

continues to urge agencies

to increase efforts

improve

to utilize

and

skills

Action Under Study

Action Planned

Action Completed

and

training

of

CSC

conduct

will

upward

agency

grams

survey

a

mobility

of

pro-

in order to obtain specific

movement

A

study

is

being made, in con-

junction with the Department of

Labor, to determine the

data on the

upward mobility program and

employees into middle and higher

mental training

level jobs.

ward mobility and

the

Civil Service careers programs.

New

managers
employees were

courses

lower

level

for

of
in-

and several new courses
were initiated to meet the skills
and training needs of lower level
stituted

New

courses

lower

level

for

FY

managers

employees

extended to the

end of

of minority

will

be

to

being

are

re-emphasize

up-

for

training

de-

CSC

A memorandum

interest in Federal

eral agencies reassuring

taining a high school education.

re-

sponse to the President's Sixteen-

Program

point

guidelines

veloped

skills

This study was initiated in
for

the

employ-

surnamed by
the Federal Government.

ment

New

facility

Southwest.

in the

71.

employees.

was sent to Fedthem that
they could use non-Government

establishing

of

before the

field

of

feasibility

an inter-govern-

lower level employees through the

of the Spanish

employees ob-

training facilities for lower level

employees.

A

Public

gram
sist

is

Service

Careers

Pro-

being implemented to as-

lower level Federal employees.

In January

1971,

CSC

directed

The uniform

personnel manage-

and install
collection systems which will provide minority statistical data on

ment

such matters as hiring, promotions

record keeping systems.

agencies

to

develop

system, which

be

to

1973,

operative
will

by

CSC

is

considering

on

a

plan

continuing

to

scheduled

gather

December

minority data for major occupa-

is

standardize

agency

tions

a

on a governmentwide

basis

basis.

by grade, participation in training,

distribution

promotions

to

by grade,
supervisory

and
and

managerial categories.

Evaluation
Insufficient progress has

professional positions

and

been made

in

overcoming the underrepresentation of minority group

particularly in executive level positions.

the establishment of goals and timetables

is

citizens

The CSC has now acknowledged

in

that

a useful concept and has approved two affirmative action plans

15

CSC
which encompass

this

The CSC has taken

approach.

employment. Yet

action to ensure that agencies are aware of

has not directed

approach

to minority

approach

in their affirmative action plans immediately,

agency. Unless

it

demands such action from

for efifective implementation,

be expected for
Steps taken by

many

CSC

few

all

all

and has

not, in fact,

its

new

and timetables

adopted them within

its

own

agencies and provides the prototype and guidance necessary

statistically significant increases in

minority professional representation can

years.

to

improve the collection of

Commission's recommendations.
for Spanish

it

agencies to adopt the goals

CSC

surnamed Americans

for

racial

and ethnic data by agencies are

in line

with

this

has established a plan of action to carry out the Sixteen-point Program

CSC

bureaus and

offices.

CSC

provides

now

for alternative criteria to

the Federal Service Entrance Examination such as performance

on Graduate Record Examination, out-

standing academic achievement, and cooperative school training.

Its

lower pay level minority employees

is

also

terms of numbers of those affected and must be required of

16

improvement

worthy of note, but training must be
all

agencies.

of training

programs for

significantly increased

in

FEDERAL CONTRACT COMPLIANCE
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Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Commission Findings

(OFCC)

Response
Action Under Study

Action Planned

Action Completed

OFCC,

None.

which

has

established

"opportunity estimates", comprising nearly 600,000

new

hires

and

promotions of minority employees

under the contract compliance
program, expects that these estimates will reflect goals and time-

by the end of

tables

The

compliance

operations

of

The
for

FY

for purposes of discovering basic

tial

increase in

deficiencies in

agency compliance

72

for

calls

72.

request

a substan-

OFCC

agency

pliance

OFCC

activity.

budget

President's

seven asjencies have been reviewed

FY

and comresources.

staff"

currently developing a

is

system for the collection of racial

data and plans to develop report

and evaluation forms for contractors and compliance officers
for purposes of monitoring compliance reviews.

a.

The number
reviews

pliance

of onsite

projected

comto

be

completed by compliance agencies
during

FY

71

double

the

number

be

will

nearly

conducted

Through

preparing a com-

is

manual which

An improved management information system is also

OFCC

intervention,

A

b.

joint

OFCC-CSC

planned

organizational changes have been

course

agency personnel.

of

compliance programs

is

for

training

compliance

General Services Administra-

(GSA) and

tion

Department

the

of the Interior.

c.

With OFCC's support, substan-

tial

increases

agency
for

In

set

procedures.

made

in the

will

forth uniform compliance review

being developed.

during 1970.

b.

OFCC

a.

pliance

250

been

cases,

instituted,

procedures
in

FY

staffs

for

compliance

have been proposed

72.

have

form of
which can

the

"show-cause" notices,

lead ultimately to debarment or

contract cancellation. In six cases,
notices of proposed

contract
issued.

debarment or
have been

cancellation

But no contractor yet has

been actually debarred nor has

any contract been cancelled.
19

OFCC
Commission

Findinsrs

5. Contract compliance in the construction industry,
which has been implemented primarily by federally
imposed plans in Washington and Philadelphia and

locally

developed "hometown" agreements, has been

ineffecti\e

20

and

limited.

Commission Recommendations
Goals and timetables for minority employment should
be applied throughout the industry and systematic

enforcement mechanisms should be created.

Response

Minority employment plans with

The

hiring goals and timetables cover-

proach

ing

employment

all

of Federal or

federally assisted construction con-

were imposed

tractors

major

cities in early

in

Action Under Study

Action Planned

Action Completed

three

May.

and

goals
will

of

tices

timetables

A

ap-

contractors

all

construction trade

national

construction

compli-

ance plan with goals and time-

be applied to the prac-

tables related to minority concen-

utilizing

unions which

trations

is

being considered.

"hometown"

are not parties to a

asrreement.

Evaluation
The

contract compliance program continues to suffer from the failure of

ance concerning the setting of

and establishing

criteria for

specific goals

and timetables

for

OFCC

to provide

adequate guid-

achieving increased minority employment

compliance. In the absence of such guidance, neither compliance agencies nor

contractors are in a position to

know what

is

expected in terms of the rate of progress required in eliminat-

ing discrimination and remedying the effects of past discrimination. While the Philadelphia Plan concept of
federally

imposed minority hiring goals and timetables has been extended

to three

more

cities,

a national

industrywide construction compliance plan with goals and timetables has yet to be developed. Minority un-

emplo\TOent and underemployment are continuing at a substantially higher rate than for majority workers.

A

variety of

improvements

futLire.

OFCC

impact

is

in reporting

has conducted a

imknown and

procedures are planned, but their

number

of

systematic reporting procedures

still

implementation

lies

in

the

have not been established. The contract com-

pliance program has suffered from a lack of sufficient staff resources.
for a substantial increase in resources for

full

needed reviews of compliance agencies' performance, but their

OFCC

The

President's

FY

1972 budget

calls

and the compliance agencies, which should enable them

to

carry out their responsibilities with increased efTectiveness.
Finally, although

OFCC

has implemented a large

sanction of contract termination or debarment,

number

of procedures that can lead ultimately to the

the fact that these sanctions have never been imposed

continues to weaken the contract compliance effort.
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Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)
Commission Recommendations

Commission Findings

EEOC's

1.

effectiveness has

been impaired by weak

Congress should amend Title VII of the Civil Rights

enforcement powers, limited by statute to enforcement

Act of 1964 to authorize

through "conference, conciliation, and persuasion".

desist

orders

to

EEOC

eliminate

to issue cease

discriminatory

and

practices

through administrative action.

EEOC

2.

has lacked sufficient

responsibilities

EEOC

3.

with

maximum

staff to carry

out

its

its

effectiveness

staff

should be increased to a level

surate with the scope of

effectiveness.

has further restricted

EEOC

by

EEOC

its

commen-

civil rights responsibilities.

should emphasize initiatory

activities,

such as

placing heavy emphasis on the processing of indi-

public hearings and Commissioner charges, to facili-

vidual discrimination complaints, making relatively

tate elimination of industrywide or regional patterns

little

use of

hearings

broaden

4.

its

and
its

EEOC

initiatory capabilities such as public

Commissioner-initiated

charges,

EEOC

employment discrimination.

to

attack against job bias.

has

failed

to

establish

the

mechanisms

necessary to process complaints with dispatch.

5.

of

has not developed a system of priorities for

complaint processing by which cases of greater importance are handled on an expeditious

basis.

EEOC

should

amend

effective use of the

its

procedures to

EEOC

should assign priority to complaints of particular importance and emphasis should be placed on
processing complaints involving classes of complainants rather than individuals.

22

make more

complaint processing system.

Response
Action Completed

EEOC
Evaluation
The

carry out the responsibilities
ing in Congress and,

budget

meet

recjuest,

its

which

it

The impediments
tions such as

discrimination.
to use
is

in

meeting the problem of employment discrimination

enforcement powers

has. Legislation providing

it

EEOC

enacted, would considerably strengthen

a substantial increase in

calls for

more

EEOC's

to

agency and a lack of

in the

effectively, particularly in

and cutting down the time involved

powers or increased

emphasis

if

responsibilities

currently before

and

EEOC

relative ineffectiveness of

in part, to the lack of strong

staff.

effectiveness,

For example,

EEOC

them

in a

is

attributable,

with cease and desist order powers

EEOC. By

the

staff resources,

same token, the

is

to

pend-

President's

would enable the agency

to

the area of reducing the sizable backlog of cases
in processing complaints.

however, cannot be eliminated solely by reference to additional

in the past

EEOC

Commissioner charges and public hearings,

EEOC

is

sufficient staff resources

placed inadequate emphasis on initiatory functo

in the process of being reorganized

broaden the scope of

and plans

more systematic manner. Thus, two hearings

being placed on Commissioner charges.

Its actions

are also worthy of note. It does not appear, however, that

EEOC

its

attack on

employment

to increase these initiatory activities

are planned for

FY

1972 and increased

with regard to Federal regulatory agencies
is

developing a comprehensive program of

initiatory activities or that such activities are to be a major focus of the agency's work.

Further, in view of the heavy emphasis

agency to establish a system of

EEOC

has placed on processing complaints

priorities to assure

maximum

it

is

system of priority, however, has been established. For example, complaints referred to
are treated no differently from other charges filed with

EEOC. Thus

the opportunity

of the leverage afforded through the strong contract compliance sanctions available to

a priority to such cases.

24

necessary for the

impact from the complaint process.

is

EEOC
lost

EEOC

to

No

by

such

OFCC

make

use

by assigning

Department of Justice

—

Civil Rights Division

—Employment

Section

25

—

Department of Justice

Commission

1.

The EinployiiKot

sion

(CRD)

is

Civil Rights Division

— Employment

Commission Recommendations

Poindings

Section of the Civil Rights Di\i-

handicapped by

its

small

Section

size.

The

stafT

of

the

Employment Section should be

increased to a level commensurate with

its

important

responsibilities.

2. The Department has largely limited its employment activities to cases involving discrimination
against blacks, and has placed insufficient emphasis
on litigation in which American Indians, Spanish

Litigation

to

against .Spanish
dians,

employment discrimination
surnamed .'\mericans, American In-

prevent

and women should be

significantly increased.

surnamed Americans, or women are the major victims
of employment discrimination.

3.

The Department

EEOC and OFCC
becomes part of a coordinated
Government efTort to eliminate employment

staff resources to

so that
total

its

cooperating with

litigation

discrimination.

26

has failed to devote sufficient

The

CRD

so that

its

should cooperate with
litigation function

is

EEOC

and

OFCC

used to complement

the powers of these two agencies.

Response
Action Completed

Interagency Staff Coordinating Committee (ISCC)
Commission Recommendations

Commission Findings

1.

The

Interas;ency StafT Coordinating;

Committee

which was established in July 1969, among the
EEOC, OFCC, and the Department of Justice, to
assure the coordination of Federal equal employment
efforts has not

2.

The

worked

lack of coordination in Federal nondiscrimi-

part,

split

among

from the
three

28

fact

separate

different orientations

and the three agencies should
improve coordination.

fied

to

intensi-

procedures

institute

effectively.

nation efTorts in private employment has resulted, in
large

Interagency agreements and efTorts at coordination

under the Interagency agreement should be

and

that

responsibilities

agencies,

goals.

are

each having

The

contract compliance

and the

of Justice should be transferred to
responsibilities
will

for

equal

of

responsibilities

litigation responsibilities of the

EEOC,

employment

OFCC

Department
so that all

opportunity

be lodged in a single independent agency.

Response
Action Completed

HOUSING
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Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
Commission Findings

Response
Action Completed

HUD
Commission Recommendations

Commission Findings

8.

Although the Assistant Secretary for Equal Oppor-

tunity

is

carrying

supposed to be the
out

HUD

those under Title

fair

VI
VI

of

official

housinsj

the

responsible for

dvitics,

Civil

including

Rights Act of

1964,

HUD's

gram

administrators are given this responsibility.

9.

HUD

tion

34

Title

it

Title

VI

regulations should be

amended

clear that the Assistant Secretary for

-Opportunity

is

the

responsible

Department

to

Equal
official

under Title VI.

regulations indicate that pro-

has never used the sanction of fund termina-

under Title VI

HUD's
make

in cases of actual discrimination.

HUD should

terminate recipients found to have prac-

ticed discrimination in violation of Title VI.

\
Response
Acrion Completed

Department of

Justice-Civil Rights Division

(CRD)

— Housing

Commission Recommendations

Commission Findings

1.

The Department, which

Section

has responsibility under

Housing Section of the Civil Rights Divicommensurate with

Staff of the

Title VIII for bringins; lawsuits in cases involving

sion should be increased to a level

patterns or practices of violations, has suffered from

the scope of

a serious

staff shortage, limiting the

number

its

responsibilities.

of law-

which it can be engaged. Nonetheless, the
Department has brought a comparatively large numsuits in

ber of lawsuits concerning violations of Title VIII.

with problems of housing discrimination against

The Housing Section should intensify its efforts at
protecting members of all minority groups against

minority groups other than blacks.

housinsr discrimination.

2.

3.

The Department

has been insufficiently concerned

Although the Department has established a system
aimed at assuring that its activities under

of priorities
Title

VIII have the

greatest

impact in opening up

housing opportunities for minorities,

it

has not yet

been involved in cases involving discrimination by

mortgage lenders or cases

maximum
areas.

36

in other areas that

can have

impact in opening up entire metropolitan

The Department should

maximum

impact

mortgage

lending

in

and

bring

lawsuits

preventing
facilitating

throughout metropolitan areas.

that

have

discrimination

minority

in

access

Response
Acrion Completed

FEDERAL FINANCIAL REGULATORY AGENCIES
Home Loan Bank

Board (FHLBB)
Comptroller of the Currency (CoC)
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (FRB)
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)
Federal

Commission Findings

Response
Action Completed

FHLBB, CoC, FRB, FDIC
Commission Recommendations

Commission Findings
c.

The

agencies should require their

member

institu-

tions to post notices in their lobbies stating that the
institution does not discriminate in

mortgage lending

and informing the public that such discrimination
in violation of the Fair Housing Law.

d.

The

is

agencies should develop a data collection

system designed to reveal patterns or practices of
discrimination in

e.

The

home mortgage

lending.

agencies should develop procedures for the

imposition of sanctions for violations of Title VIII,
including cease and desist orders and termination of
charters or Federal insurance.

40

Response

FHLBB — None.

Action Under Study

Action Planned

Action Completed

FHLBB — None.

FHLBB — The

Board

actively

is

studying several alternative ways
of effectively notifying each pro-

spective

borrower

regarding

of

rights

his

nondiscrimination

in

mortgage lending.

— None.

CoC — None.

CoC

FRB — None.

FRB — None.

CoC — None.

FRB — The

agency

states

would be some

there

that

efficacy to

such a notice, but because some

do not make mortgage
loans and others make them only
in exceptional cases, some exceptions would be in order.
banks

— None.

FDIC—None.

FDIC— None.

FDIC

FHLBB — None.

FHLBB — None.

FHLBB — The
the

HUD

agency

questionnaire

believes

may

pro-

vide a starting point for the de-

velopment of such a data

collec-

tion system.

CoC

— None.

FRB — None.

CoC

— None.

FRB — None.

CoC

— None.

FRB — The

agency

discuss with

HUD

of

is

willing to

the possibility

developing a data collection

system for selected areas.

FDIC

— None.

FDIC

— None.

FDIC
the

— The agency

HUD

believes that

questionnaire

vide a useful

starting

may

pro-

point for

development of such a system.

FHLBB — None.
CoC

— None.

FHLBB — None.
CoC

— None.

FHLBB — None.
CoC

— None.

FRB — None.

FRB — None.

FRB — None.

FDIC— None.

FDIC— None.

FDIC

— None.
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FHLBB, CoC, FRB, FDIC
Commission Recommendations

Commission Findings
2.

The

agencies have failed to require

member

insti-

The

agencies should require their

member

institutions

tutions to include nondiscrimination clauses in their

to include nondiscrimination clauses in their agree-

agreements with builders.

ments with builders, including appropriate penalties
for violations such as acceleration of

42

payment.

Response
Action Completed

FHLBB, CoC, FRB, FDIC
tions

found to be practicing

to require

developers.

racial discrimination in

mortgage lending, and none of the agencies has agreed

member institutions to include nondiscrimination clauses in
The Federal Reserve Board, the Office of the Comptroller

their agreements with builders

of the Currency,

and

and the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation argue that they do not have legal authority to require such actions by their

member

institutions, a position

Board

unsure of

is

its

with which the Commission does not agree.

interagency coordinating committee.
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The Federal Home Loan Bank

authority in this area, but intends to submit a recommendation for joint action to an

General Services Administration (GSA)
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General Services Administration (GSA)
Commission Recommendations

Commission Findings

GSA

1.

has failed to adopt a Federal installation

selection policy

site

which assures housing access

to

GSA

should revise

its site

minority citizens as a condition for location of Federal

groups as a condition of

installations.

Federal installations.

2.

GSA

in

March 1969 and

has failed to implement the policy, adopted
reinforced by Executive

11512 issued February
access for low-

3.

GSA

Site

1970, providing for housing

and moderate-income

condition for Federal

site

families as a

GSA

should

concerning

implement

the

required

its

site

and ethnic

for location of

selection

availability

of

moderate-income housing as a condition of

policy

low-

and

eligibility

for location of Federal installations.

HUD

Federal

Task Force recommendations regard-

GSA

should implement the

HUD

Task Force recom-

mendations regarding uniform Government

ing procedures for the provision of open housing as

tion procedures

a condition of Federal location.

condition of Federal location.
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racial

all

eligibility

selection.

has failed to implement the

Selection

Order

selection criteria to require

that communities are open to

site selec-

which provide for open housing

as

a

Response
Action Completed

FEDERALLY ASSISTED PROGRAMS
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FEDERALLY ASSISTED PROGRAMSTITLE VI OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF
AGENCIES: Departments

of Agriculture

Health, Education, and Welfare

(HEW),

the Office of

(USDA), Commerce (DoC),
Interior (Dol),

Law Enforcement Assistance
Economic Opportunity (OEO)

Treasury (IRS)*; the

Commission Findings

1964

Labor (DoL), Transportation (DoT)
(LEAA) and

Administration

and

Response
Action Completed

USDA, DoC, HEW,

Dol, DoL, DoT, IRS,

LEAA,

OEO

Commission Findings

4.

Methods by which most

Title

VI

Commission Recommendations
agencies seek to

Systematic

achieve and monitor compliance need strengthening.

assure that

For example, some agencies

intervals.

rely solely on the receipt
on the receipt of complaints
as the yardstick of compliance. Some agencies have
never conducted onsite reviews; of those that do,

onsite
all

reviews

recipients

should

be

conducted to

are reviewed at frequent

of assurances; others rely

only a small

reached and
tory

and

fraction

many

of

their

total

recipients

are

of the onsite reviews are perfunc-

superficial.

Despite the fact that in

many

such as those

Preapproval reviews should be conducted by agencies

involving construction of highways, public housing,

that administer programs involving construction of

and various other public works

facilities to

5.

to determine

ance

is

cases,

projects,

it is

assist-

given and the projects are built, such pre-

approval reviews are rarely undertaken.

52

necessary

compliance before the financial

tion

assure that these facilities, through loca-

and design,

on an equitable

will sei-ve minority
basis.

group members

Response
Action Completed

None.
Dol,

Some agencies, such as
FHVVA, LEAA, and IRS

did not conduct any comprehen-

VI

sive Title

half of

FY

reviews in the

71.

Of

Action Under Study

Action Planned

first

Most agencies, such as DoC, Del
and LEAA, say that they intend
to increase the number of com-

None.

pliance reviews.

those that did,

most continued to review only a
percentage

small

recipients.

of

their

Furthermore,

total

of

the

few agencies conducting Title VI
reviews of a significant proportion
of

their

recipients,

it

should be

noted that these reviews tended

done predominately as part
program reviews and
were, for the most part, superficial.
to be

of overall

Most agencies
in

do not engage

still

preapproval review activity ex-

on an ad hoc basis. The
Economic Development Adminiscept

tration

(EDA)

of

DoC

agencies

undertaken
indicate

which have not

preapproval

reviews

they will

conduct

that

such reviews on a limited

None.

basis.

has taken

up-grade an

steps to further

Some

al-

ready comparatively comprehensive

preapproval

review

system

which encompasses all public
works and business development
projects.

Also,

the

Health

Social Services Division of

and

HEW's

Office for Civil Rights continues
to

conduct such reviews of appli-

cants to the Medicare program.
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USDA, DoC. HEW, Dol, DoL. DoT,

IRS,

LEAA,

Commission Recommendations

Commission Findings

6.

Most agencies do not

on a continuing;
collected

grams

basis,

i^i.e.,

in

collect racial or ethnic data

nor do they use data that arc
the elTcctiveness of their pro-

to evaluate

terms of whether program benefits

actually are reaching minority group beneficiaries

an equitable

7.

such as fimd termination

imposed

this sanction), as

to impose sanc-

a means of enforcing the

Some

agencies have emphasized voluntary compliance as
the principal

method

protracted

of enforcement

negotiations

and

and have perinterminable

delays on the part of recipients while continuing to

provide Federal financial assistance.

54

agencies should establish

compliance reporting

systems, including collection of data

on

ethnic participation in agency programs

racial

and

and
these

data should be evaluated.

on

(some have never

nondiscrimination requirements of Title VI.

mitted

All

basis).

Most agencies have been reluctant

tions,

OEO

Agencies should place specific limits on the time permitted for voluntary compliance and should
greater use of the sanction of fund termination.

make

Response
Action Completed

USDA, DoC, HEW, Dol, DoL, DoT,
than English. Finally, there
typically

on an ad hoc

is

LEAA,

IRS,

OEO

a virtual absence of preapproval reviews and where they are perfoiTned

it

is

basis.

In the area of collection of racial and ethnic data, the record of most agencies continues to be poor. With

few exceptions, agencies

still

do not systematically

collect racial

and ethnic data

An

needs of their potential minority group beneficiaries.

Subcommittee*** studying the

racial data policies

a major cause of unequal service to minorities

know whether

minority beneficiaries; to

and
is

programs

failure

of

Government concluded

program managers

is

achieving the intended

Finally, there appears to be a continued reluctance to

identify

to

these eligibles are participating in the program;

degree to which service to minority beneficiaries

terms of the

in

April 1971 report issued by a Federal interagency

capabilities of the Federal

the

uniform agency

as part of a

policy; consequently, they are unable to assess the overall effectiveness of their

and

to assess the

results.

impose administrative sanctions such

nation; resolution by voluntary means continues to be the principal

that

eligible

method

as

fund termi-

of dealing with instances of

nondiscrimination along with occasional referrals to the Department of Justice for possible legal action.

example of unjustified delay

is

evident in

USDA's treatment

of 11 land grant universities.

Extension Service at these universities, which are recipients of
vided Title
since
for

VI

USDA

financial assistance,

An

The Cooperative
have never pro-

assurances of compliance despite the clear requirement to do so which has been operative

1965. Furthermore, although

USDA made

a June 1970 request for these assurances, or alternatively

updated compliance plans, the agency subsequently decided to hold any further action in abeyance pend-

ing the outcome of court action in two of the States. Another illustration
of Justice

(DoJ)

filed suit

against the

discriminatory practices, the case

is

Ohio Bureau

still

of

Employment

is

that,

although the Department

Security (BES) in 1968 alleging racially

pending while the parties (DoL, DoJ, and Ohio BES) attempt

to

negotiate a settlement.

**This chart and evaluation are derived from a partial survey of the Title VI agencies covered
inal report.

However,

all

agencies with significant Title

***Subcommittee on Racial Data Collection

and
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Practices (an attorney

to the

VI

in the orig-

responsibilities are included.

Interagency Committee on Uniform Civil Rights Policies

from the Department of Justice serving

as

Chairman.)

—Title VI

Department of Justice
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Department of Justice

—Title

Commission Findings

VI

Response

None.

None.

None.

One

Action Under Study

Planned

.\ction

Action Completed

The proposed budget

attorney was added to the

staff of the Title

VI

unit a

ber of months ago and

num-

provides

for

an

for

FY

additional

None.

72
six

attorneys.

six attor-

neys were reassigned to the unit
in early

May.

None.

Other resources of the Depart-

None.

ment,

torneys,

U.S.

At-

given

the

the

including

be

will

responsibility for conducting

liti-

gation of the type which has been

handled by the Title VI Office,
thus

freeing

VI

Title

staff

for

nonlitigative activities.

An

None.

agency

should

form

report

provide

which

The

of

with

picture

a

is

After the staff

is

Department plans
ticular

attorneys

continuous

further

the

various

other

action

should

be

if

taken

to assign par-

with regard to the implementation

work on a

of agency equal opportunity goals.

to

basis.

None.

None.

None.

Office will explore

and

necessary in order to determine

being drafted.
increased

VI

OMB

Federal agencies the types of data

minority impact as well as compliance activity

Title

Evaluation
In the seven months since issuance of the Commission report, the Department of Justice has continued to be
involved in a number of significant ad hoc activities involving various Title VI agencies. Despite this fact,
it

has not appreciably improved

For example,

it

its

efforts to coordinate the

enforcement of Title VI.

has not upgraded the position of the head of the Title

VI

Office. It did not enlarge the size

59

Department of Justice
of the Title

\T

—Title

stafT until recently

VI

when

additional attorneys were transferred to the unit.

manpower

The

unit has continued to utilize

suits

and conducted investigations of other potential

assigned to

The

work

full-time

acti\ities of the Title

and the

Law Enforcement

on

Title

VI

most of

VI

its

in litigation eflorts. It

cases.

Until the

Office include working on a priority basis with the

review of agency Title

civil

60

VI from

rights budgets of

VI programs;

opportunity goals: and has not been able to respond to
agencies.

Department

of Agriculture

Assistance Administration, participating in a review of agency racial and ethnic

ments, and reviewing and commenting on the
its

has participated in four law-

two weeks, only one attorney was

coordination matters.

data gathering mechanisms, collecting legal opinions concerning Title

however, systemized

last

all

various agencies and depart-

nine Federal agencies.

It

has not,

has not requested agencies to adopt equal

of the requests for assistance

made by

Title

VI

REGULATORY AGENCIES
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REGULATORY AGENCIES

;

Federal Communication Commission (FCC), Interstate

Commerce Commission (ICC),

Federal Power Commission (FPC), Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB),
Securities

and Exchange Commission (SEC)

Commission Recommendations

Commission Findings

1.

Despite

poor employment records in industries

such as broadcasting, motor and
airlines

rules

transportation,

and power, which are regulated by indepenthe FCC, the ICC, the CAB, and

dent agencies
the

rail

FPC,

—

respectively

prohibiting

— only

the

FCC

has

The ICC, CAB, and FPC should
issuing rules prohibiting

by their

join the

FCC

in

employment discrimination

licensees.

issued

employment discrimination by

its

licensees.

The rules issued by the FCC, prohibiting employment discrimination by broadcasters, telephone, and
2.

telegraph

companies,

implemented.

62

have

not

been

effectively

The FCC

should assign full-time

staff to

study the

statistical

data and affirmative action plans submitted

imder

employment discrimination

its

develop standards for compliance.

rule

and should

Response

— None.
CAB — None.
FPC — None.
ICC

Action Under Study

Action Planned

Action Completed

— None.
CAB — None.
FPC — None.
ICC

ICC

— The question of the Comwith

deal

to

and power
employment dis-

jurisdiction

mission's

by

crimination

regulatees

its

is

under active study. To assist the
Commission in these deliberations,
the

ICC

will

institute

a

rule-

making proceeding inviting comments on the Commission's jurisdiction and the type of function
it

can or should take

CAB — The

Board

in this area.

studying

is

the possibility of issuing such a
rule

tion

and
it

notice

to assist

it

in

its

delibera-

plans to issue an advance
of

rulemaking,

proposed

which will request

comments on

the Board's authority for issuing

and the kind of rule
which would be most efifective.
such a

FPC

rule,

— In

January

1970,

the

Commission sought an informal
opinion of the Justice Department
on the question of its jurisdiction
over employment practices of
companies which it regulates or
licenses.

ceived

No response has been refrom the Department of

Justice.

None.

None.

None.
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FCC, ICC, FPC, CAB, SEC
Coniniission Findings

Response
Acrion Completed

FCC, ICC, FPC, CAB, SEC
Commission Recommendations

Coniniission Findinsfs

7.

SEC

holders

rcculations,

from

economic,
siderations,

raisins;

which currently prohibit stockquestions

involving

political, racial, religious,

and

"general,

social" con-

prevent socially motivated stockholders

from suggesting changes in company policy that
would permit corporate enterprises to play a more
significant
civil rights

66

role

in

contributing to the resolution of

problems.

The SEC

should

amend

its

regulation prohibiting

stockholders from raising c|uestions involving "general,

economic,

political,

consideration".

racial,

religious,

and

social

Response
Action Under Study

Action Completed

The SEC appointed a

None.

September 1970

in

task force

for the pur-

pose of studying the proxy rules

determine whether

to

now

operating

in

which implements the
purpose

the

of

they

are

manner

a

legislative

Ex-

Securities

change Act of 1934.

Evaluation
Although

appears that the regulatory agencies are beginning to recognize that they have a role to play in

it

combating

racial

and ethnic discrimination, most have not

aggressiveness. This Commission's

yet acted to

meet

recommendation that the ICC, CAB, and

this responsibility

FPC

issue regulations to prohibit

employment discrimination by their licensees and regulatees has not been implemented.
are planning to ask for

pubHc comments on

The FPC

nature, before taking definitive action.

is

enforce

it

movement
None

effectively.

The FCC and ICC have

a

rule,

rule,

its

CAB

and

its

jurisdic-

has not devoted the resources necessary to

not taken any steps to revise their procedures to facilitate the

of .minority group citizens into positions of ownership in the industries they regulate.

of these four agencies has agreed to provide legal assistance to those citizens

iiigh legal costs

CAB

still

rely

more aggressi\e mechanism

Only the FPC has taken any action

Government action accusing them
recommendation that

voted on by corporate

to create a

to deal with this continuing problem.

plans to adopt the Commission's recommendation that

mission's other

afford the

mainly on complaints of discriminatory provision of services against their

licensees to enforce their prohibition against such actions.

investors of

who cannot

involved in challenging agency determinations which are adverse to their interests. Finally,

ICC, FCC, and

The SEC

The ICC and
desirability,

its

awaiting a Justice Department opinion on

The FCC, whicli has adopted and implemented such a

tion.

the

their jurisdiction to issue such

with sufficient

it

revise

of
its

it

require registering companies to inform

employment discrimination.

It

proxy requirements to allow

is

still

civil

studying the

rights

Com-

matters to be

entities.
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CIVIL RIGHTS POLICY

MAKERS

69

Office of

Management and Budget (OMB)
Commission Findings

Response
Action Completed

This role has been acknowledged.

The

has

Director

two

issued

major memoranda (Oct.
and Mar. 25, 1971} to

30, 1970

OMB

stafl'

assi!j;nins responsibilities necessar)'

for fulfillment of this role.

no Division of Civil
been

has

the

General

Programs

Division

established,

Government

While

Ric^hts

has been given overall responsibility for

It

is

stafT

on

monitoring and review-

OMB

ing the

rights effort.

civil

anticipated that at least two

members

spend full-time

will

Both the

rights matters.

civil

Division

C^hief

Division

Chief

and the Deputy
will
have civil

rights responsibilities.

In

memoranda

the

mentioned

above, the Director has specified
the

that

budget hearing process

should be used to assess agency

performance

KY70
lays

to

for

in civil rights.

From

FY72, the budget outci\il

education)

(excluding

rights

have increased from

The Examiners Handbook
revised

will be

None.

provide guidance for

to

tunity

agency ecjual opporprograms and other civil

rights

activities.

reviewing

quirements

for

The

basic

re-

budget

agency

submissions will be revised to in-

clude

appropriate

$81,670,000 to $141,191,000.

relating to ci\il

None.

Where

requirements

rights

appropriate,

activities.

OMB

exami-

None.

ners will use goals and timetables to

measure

The

ab()\('

mentioned memoranda

direct

OMB

agency

cixil richts

staff

to

evaluate

programs on a

ci\il

rights

performance.

The March 25 memorandum

also

None.

directs that a special analysis of
civil rights

be jjublished; that the

flow of information between other

regular basis.

central agencies with civil rights

OMB

staff

White House
the

participated
staff

in

with

reviewing

responses of the agencies to

the followup C|uestionnaire on civil
rights

enforcement

tributed by this

activities

and OMB staff be
and that civil rights
and programs which cross

responsibilities

increased
policies

;

agencies be given special attention.

dis-

Commission.
71

OMB
Commission Findings

Response
Action Completed

The White House
Comniission Recommendations

Coiiimission Findines

1.

The White House

from a lack of full-time

ci\il

ri<;lits

efTort has suffered

The

President should establish a special Civil Rights
in the

White House Council on Domestic

The White House

efTort should constitute a systematic

Committee

staff.

Affairs.

2.

The

actions taken by the ^\'hite

House

to evaluate,

coordinate, and establish leadership for the Federal
Civil Rights efTort

and comprehensive program.

ha\e not been part of a systematic

and comprehensive program.
It

should be

responsible

for

development

identification

of

civil

national

rights

problems,

goals,

and establishment of governmentwide prioriand timetables for their achievement.

of

specific

ties, policies,

It

should establish, with the assistance of the Office

of

Management and Budget and Federal departments

and agencies, such mechanisms and procedures

as are

necessary to implement expeditiously the policies and
achie\-e the goals. (See also

74

OMB).

Response
Action Completed
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